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Cambridge Analytica, a data firm, gained access to 

private information on more than 50 million Facebook 

users. Facebook maintains that it was not hacked, but 

routinely allows researchers access to user data for 

academic purposes (consent given at the time of sign 

up for an account). Facebook prohibits this kind of 

data from being sold or monetized. Cambridge 

Analytica has violated those rules and the privacy of 

millions of Facebook users. 1 

Furthermore, there are allegations that Facebook 

collected call and SMS data from Andriod users 

without their knowledge. Facebook maintains that call 

and text history was part of an opt-in feature and 

users can opt-out at their discretion. However, with 

the default opt-in, Facebook never explicitly revealed 

that data was being collected.2 

 

Facebook’s lack of transparency, disregard for user’s 

privacy and labyrinthine privacy settings is 

monumentally disconcerting. Given these privacy 

concerns, users may decide it best to flee the social 

network. If, however, users decide to continue to use 

Facebook, the following is a basic guide to managing 

personal information and data. 

 
1 Granville, Kevin. (2018 March 19). Facebook and Cambridge 

Analytica: What You Need to Know as Fallout Widens. The New York 

Times. 

2 Gallagher, Sean. (2018 March 24). Facebook Scraped Call, Text 

Message Data for Years from Andriod Phones. Ars Technica. 

Privacy Checkup 

To familiarize yourself more with the privacy settings 

of Facebook, go through the Privacy Checkup. It is not 

a fail-safe to protecting your data and information, 

but advisable nonetheless. 

1. Log into Facebook 

2. Go to Quick Help 

3. Click on Privacy Checkup 

4. Follow prompts to select what you’re willing to 

share and to whom 

Adapted from What’s Privacy Checkup And How Can I Find 

It? 
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issues which threaten intellectual freedom and 
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Rights of the American Library Association. 
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The following instructions will limit information and 

data accessible by third party apps, once you change 

the settings. However, it does not eliminate the 

information and data already collected by third party 

apps. 

 

Opt Out of Platform Application 

Programming Interface (API) 

This disables all third party platform applications 

(Farmville, Twitter, Instagram, etc.) and you will not 

be able to log into sites using your Facebook login.  

1. Log into Facebook 

2. Visit App Settings page (Settings Menu → Apps) 

3. Under Apps, Websites and Plugins, click on Edit 

button 

4. A pop-up will open, click on Disable Platform 

 

Limiting Personal Information Accessible by 

Apps Others Use 

1. Log into Facebook 

2. Visit App Settings page (Settings Menu → Apps) 

3. Under Apps Others Use, click on Edit button 

4. Uncheck the type of information you don’t want 

other’s apps to be able to access 

(recommendation: uncheck every category) 

 

Adapted from Gebhart, Gennie. (2018 March 19). How to Change 

Your Facebook Settings to Opt Out of Platform API. Electronic 

Frontier Foundation. 

See Which Apps Have Access to Your Data 

Data you’ve previously shared will still be with the 

app, but it won’t be able to collect any new 

information. If you decide to limit access to data by 

apps, tread carefully and do the due diligence to check 

those settings periodically. 

1. Log into Facebook 

2. Visit App Settings Page (Settings Menu → Apps) 

3. Under Logged in with Facebook 

4. To delete an app, tap on X in right corner, then 

select Remove (recommended for all apps) 

5. To keep an app, but limit access to data, select 

Edit, then uncheck options to liking 

Adapted from Haselton, Todd. (2018 March 20). Here's How to See 

Which Apps Have Access to Your Facebook Data — And Cut Them 

Off. CNBC. 

 

Turn Off Metadata Collection of Calls and 

Text—Android Only 

The default on the Messenger app was such that sync 

was on and therefore collection of metadata was on. 

1. Open Messenger app 

2. Tap on your profile picture (top right corner) 

3. Tap on People 

4. Tap on Sync Contacts 

5. Select Off 

Adapted from Gebhart, Gennie. (2018 March 27). Andriod Users, 

Change This Setting to Stop Facebook’s Collection of Your Call and 

Text Metadata. Electronic Frontier Foundation. 

Your Facebook Data: A Glossary 

Facebook Account: Most of your data is available to 

you simply by logging into your account. Ex: timeline 

posts, comments, replies, message and chat 

conversations, photos, videos you’ve been tagged in. 

Activity Log: History of your activity on Facebook—

posts commented on/liked, apps used and searches 

Downloaded Info: Info from your Facebook account 

and activity log, ads you’ve clicked on, IP addresses. 

Adapted from Accessing Your Facebook Data.  

 

How to Download Your Facebook Data 

Archive (Downloaded Info) 

There is no way to delete this information from 

Facebook at this time. Deleting your Facebook 

account does not eliminate your archive, but new data 

will not be collected. 

1. Log into Facebook 

2. Go to Settings Menu 

3. Click Download a copy of your Facebook Data 

4. Click Download Archive (may take a few minutes) 

5. Facebook will alert you when Archive is ready 

6. Click Download Archive, zip file will download to 

your computer 

7. Browse information in archive 

Adapted from Haselton, Todd. (2018 March 23). How To Download 

a Copy of Everything Facebook Knows About You. CNBC. 
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